From September 13 to 18, 2022, Data for Progress conducted a survey of 1,513 likely voters using web panel respondents from the following states: AZ, GA, MI, NC, NH, NV, PA, WI. The sample was weighted to be representative of likely voters by age, gender, education, race, and voting history. The survey was conducted in English. The margin of error is ±3 percentage

N=1,513 unless otherwise specified. Some values may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

[1] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say that they will fight rising inflation by cutting government spending, including many programs that President Biden enacted through the Inflation Reduction Act. Democrats say that this means cutting programs like Medicare and Social Security — and lowering taxes on the wealthy and big corporations just like Republicans did in 2017.

Average ........................................ 5 5 4

[2] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say that they will fight rising inflation by cutting government spending, including many programs that President Biden enacted through the Inflation Reduction Act. Democrats say that Republicans will gut the ACA, medicare and medicaid to fund tax breaks for the rich and raise health care costs for working families.

Average ........................................ 4 4 4

[3] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say that they will fight rising inflation by cutting government spending, including many programs that President Biden enacted through the Inflation Reduction Act. Democrats say that this will prevent any progress on improving prescription drug prices, education, healthcare and climate.

Average ........................................ 4 3 4
You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find **most** convincing and **least** convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say that they will fight rising inflation by cutting government spending, including many programs that President Biden enacted through the Inflation Reduction Act. Democrats say that instead of focusing on making our economy stronger, Republicans will pass extreme policies like a national abortion ban.

Average ...................... 2 | 4 2 1

— Republicans say that they will reclaim congressional oversight to hold the Biden Administration accountable and restore faith in free and fair elections. Democrats say that Republicans are working to make elections less fair — state Republicans have introduced over 440 voter suppression bills to make it harder for people to vote.

Average ...................... 1 | 3 2 -1

— Republicans say that they will give parents more control over education and promote school choice. Democrats say that Republicans will close the federal Department of Education, which would mean eliminating federal student loans, Pell Grants, and other means that help families afford college.

Average ...................... 0 | -1 0 3

— Republicans say that they will reclaim congressional oversight to hold the Biden Administration accountable and restore faith in free and fair elections. Democrats say that Republicans will stop the investigation into the attack on the Capitol by Trump supporters on January 6th and focus on lies and conspiracy theories instead.

Average ...................... 0 | 2 0 -2
You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say that they will fight rising inflation by cutting government spending, including many programs that President Biden enacted through the Inflation Reduction Act. Democrats say that cutting crucial government funds will make us more vulnerable and less prepared to tackle another national crisis like COVID-19.

Average .................................. 0 | -1 0 1

— Republicans say that they will reclaim congressional oversight to hold the Biden Administration accountable and restore faith in free and fair elections. Democrats say the Republicans will kill a Democratic-led effort to clean up government corruption and prevent members of Congress from trading stocks and enriching themselves from their position of power.

Average .................................. 0 | 0 0 0

— Republicans say that they will reclaim congressional oversight to hold the Biden Administration accountable and restore faith in free and fair elections. Democrats say that Republicans will weaponize congressional investigations to prevent the Biden Administration from delivering for the American people by investigating lies and conspiracy theories.

Average .................................. -1 | 0 0 -1
You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say they will keep Americans safe by securing our southern border and standing up against foreign adversaries. Democrats say that Republicans are hypocrites on national security because they continue to defend Trump stealing classified documents, including nuclear secrets, from the White House.

Average .......................... -1 0 -1 -2

— Republicans say that they will give parents more control over education and promote school choice. Democrats say that Republicans want to remove teaching of slavery and racism in American history from the classroom.

Average .......................... -1 -1 -2 -1

— Republicans say that they will give parents more control over education and promote school choice. Democrats say that Republican plans for school choice will defund public schools and spend taxpayer money on private schools.

— Republicans say that they will give parents more control over education and promote school choice. Democrats say that Republican plans for school choice will defund public schools and spend taxpayer money on private schools.
[15] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say they will keep Americans safe by securing our southern border and standing up against foreign adversaries. Democrats say that Republicans blocked meaningful police reform that would make our communities safer by refusing to hold bad officers accountable.

Average ....................................... -2  -2  0

[16] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convicing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say they will keep Americans safe by securing our southern border and standing up against foreign adversaries. Democrats say that if Republicans take back control, they will reinstate cruel Trump-era immigration policies like family separation that Joe Biden has worked to reverse.

Average ....................................... -3  -2  -2

[17] You will now see some sets of statements about Democrats and Republicans. For each set, please select the statement that you find most convincing and least convincing as a reason to vote for a Democrat over a Republican for Congress in 2022.

— Republicans say they will keep Americans safe by securing our southern border and standing up against foreign adversaries. Democrats say that Republicans will spend taxpayer money to build Donald Trump's racist and useless wall on the Mexican border.

Average ....................................... -4  -3  -2